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THE NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION

FOR THE EXTENSION

OF A FINITE MEASURE IN THE CASE

OF A TWO-ELEMENT DISJOINT PERTURBATION

Goran Pesldr, Zagreb, Croatia

Abstract. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a count-

ably additive extension of a finite measure in the case of a two-element disjoint

perturbation of its a-algebra is given. A technique of proving which is based on a

direct construction and which uses the outer and inner traces of a finite measure

is developed. As a consequence, several characterizations involving some typical

extensions in this case are obtained.

Introduction. Let (X,A) be a measurable space, and let 6 be

an arbitrary family of subsets of X. Then we say that the operation

is a perturbation of the a-algebra A by the family Q.

If 6 C A} then we say that c is a trivial perturbation. If c is not a

trivial perturbation, consider 0 = {cardD | D = (Di, D2,...) C C,

£>! g A, D2 $ (t(AU {Di}).., and <r{AWD) = a(A U e)}. If

0 n N ^ U, put n = min 0, and in this case we say that c is a n-

element perturbation. If 0 n N = 0, but No € 0, then we say that c

is a countable perturbation. If 0 n (N U {No}) = 0, then we say that

c is a uncountable perturbation.

Let us note if C is a finite family, then c is a trivial or a n-element

perturbation for some n ^ 1. In this case, without loss of generality

in our considerations, we can assume that card G = n.

We say that c is a disjoint perturbation, if the elements of the

family e are disjoint.

It is easy to see that each n-element perturbation is a m-element

disjoint perturbation for some m ^ n ^ 1.
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If (j. is a finite measure on (X, A), it is natural to ask when does

an extension of the measure /i in the case of a perturbation of the a-

algebraA by a family 6 exist, i.e. when does a measure v on <t(AL)Q)

exist, such that v \a= /i?

Our investigation is devoted to this problem. In the case of an

one-element perturbation it is well-known the necessary and sufficient

condition for the existence of the desired extension. We will deduce

this result in terms of the outer and inner traces of the given measure

which we find useful in the considerations involving multi-element

perturbations.

Directly by induction this result implies that in the case of a

finite perturbation, an extension always exists, and we will turn out

one of its inductive formulas.

In this paper we find a necessary and sufficient condition for the

existence of a countably additive extension of a finite measure in the

case of a two-element disjoint perturbation of its <7-algebra, and give

some of consequences. The technique of proving is based on a direct

construction which uses the outer and inner traces of a finite measure

and the given result on the one-element perturbation of a o--algebra.

We will also see that a quite simple example shows that in all

these cases the extension, even though exists, is not unique in general.

In [5] we can also find a necessary and sufficient condition for the

extension of a finite measure in the case of a general finite perturba

tion of its tr-algebra. However, let us mention that this result relies

upon a quite different approach which essentially uses the Hahn-

Banach theorem.

1. Extension of a finite measure in the

case of an one-element perturbation

Let (X, A, /i) be a finite measure space, and let C be an arbitrary

subset of X. The trace of the cr-algebra A on the set C is a tr-algebra

defined by

tr(AyC) = {AnC\Ae A}.

A set C* 6 A such that /i(C*) = ^*(C) is called thefi-hull of C,

while a set C«, G A such that /x(C*) = fi*(C) is called then-kernel of

C.

It is easy to see that each subset C of X has the //-hull and the

/i-kernel, uniquely determined up to a /i-nullset, i.e. if C* and C\ are

the j/-hulls of C, then ai(C?ACJ) = 0, and similarly if C\ and C*

are the /i-kernels of C, then ii{C\ ACj) = 0.
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If C € A, then the trace of the measure p. on the set C is a

measure tr(/i, C) : A —► [0,oo> defined VA € A by

If the set C is not necessarily from the <r-algebra A, then we

distinguish the following two possibilities:

(i) The outer trace of the measure fi on the set C is a measure

tr*(/u, C) : <r(A U {C}) -> [0, oo>

defined by

where [A,B] = (A n C) U (B n Cc), with yl.fleA, is the general

representation of an element from the tr-algebra a(AU {C}).

(ii) The inner trace of the measure /i on the set C is a measure

tr» (//, C): *{A U {C}) -+ [0, oo>

defined for any [A, B] € a{AU{C}) by

It is easy to see that the outer and inner traces are well-defined,

i.e. that do not depend of a particular choice of the /i-hull and the

/i-kernel of the set C, as well as of the representation of the elements

fromtr(Au{C}).

The next proposition gives us elementary properties of the traces.

Proposition 1.1. Let(X}A, fi) be a finite measure space, and

let C be an arbitrary subset of X. Then the following statements are

satisfied'

(i) tr*(/z,C)([A, B]) = if {And), V[A,5] € a(Au{C}).

In particular, we have tr* (/i,C)(C) = /i*(C).

(ii) tr.(/i,C)([,4,J3]) = p.(AnC), V[A,B] 6

In particular, we have tr«,(/i, C)(C) = (

(Hi) tr*(/z,C)(CC) = tr,(//,C)(Cc) = 0.

(iv) IfCtA, then tr*(/u, C) = tr+(/i, C) = tr(/i,C).

Proof. A straightforward verification.

Proposition 1.2. Let(X,A,fi) be a finite measure space, and

let C be an arbitrary subset ofX. Then by

/i0 = tu(fi,C) + tr* (fi,Cc) and in = tr* (/i,C) + tr- (n,Cc)

finite measures on the a-algebra a(AU {C}) are defined, such that:

(ii) MC) = ».(C) andin(O = i?{C).
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Proof. Straightforward by Proposition 1.1.

The next theorem gives us a necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of a countably additive extension of a finite measure

in the case of an one-element perturbation. Let us note that an

extension always exists.

Theorem 1.3. Let(X,A,fi) be a finite measure space, and let C

be an arbitrary subset of X. Then for each a € \p>*{C), //*(C)] there

exists an extension va of fi to the a-algebra cr(AU {C}) satisfying

(1)

Moreover, an extension ua may be defined as follows

r«.(/i,C) + tr*(/*,Cc), if ft =

r*(/i,C) + M,i,Cc), if <x =

if a6

Finally, any countably additive extension va of the measure \i to the

a-algebra a(A\J {C}) satisfies (1), for some a € \ja*(C), fi*(C)].

Proof. With the notation from Proposition 1.2, for a given a 6

[/i«(C), /i*(C)], put ua = tQiio + (1 - ta)t*i and va{C) — a, where

ta e [0,1]. Then we easily find that ta = 1 if ot = //*(C), ta = 0

if a = ^(C), and ta = ^] " if a €
Therefore the first two statements follow easily by Proposition 1.2.

The last statement follows straightforward by the definition of

the /i-hull and /i-kernel of the set C.

Example 1 A. Already in the case of an one-element perturbation

the extension is not unique in general.

Indeed, if (X, A, //) = ([0,1], <r({[0, i>, [i, 1]}, A) and C = [±, |],

then //*(C) = 0 and /i*(C) = 1. For a given a € [0,1] and for

each choice of oi\y o-2, 0 and y such that <*i + c*i — a, /3 + oc\ = \

and ar2 + T = 5» we may define j/([0, i» = 0, K[i>i» = ai>

^([i'lD = tt2» ^(^f'l]) = 7' an<* we see tnat ^ 1S an extension of
the measure fi to the a-algebra cr(AU {C}).

In this way the problem of extension of a finite measure in the

case of an one-element perturbation is completely solved.
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2. Extension of a finite measure in the case

of a two-element disjoint perturbation

Let (X,A,fi) be a finite measure space, and let C and D be

arbitrary subsets ofX. Suppose that there exists an extension va,p of

the measure \i to the tr-algebra a(AU {C,D}) such that vQ,p(C) = a

and vaip(D) = p. Let us see what kind of information about the

extension vaip may be provided by using the upper and lower /i-

integrals.

For a > 6 > 0 we have

/ (ale + blD)dn= / (alCuD + alcnD + (b-a)lD)dn

< / a\CuDdn+ / a\cnDdfi+ / (6-a)l£>a>

= a I lcuDdn + a lcnDdn + (b-a) lDdfi

= afi*(C U D) + afi*{C n D) + (6 - a)/i^(D)

while

J (ale + 6lD)d/i ^ j{ale + &lD)^tt,/j = ai'a.ijtCO +

which together imply

a{n*{C U £>) + ^*(C n D) - //♦

Letting 6 —► 0, we get

By symmetry we have

Similarly, computing J^(a\c-\-blD)dfi = ..., we may easily conclude
that the following conditions are satisfied:

UD) + fim(Cn D) - /i'

It is clear that conditions (A) are necessary for the existence of an

extension va,p> But the following simple example shows that they are

not optimal, i.e. these conditions are not sufficient for the existence
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of a desired extension va£, already in the case where C and D are

disjoint.

Example2.1. let(X%Atp) = ([0,1],

C = [0,|] and D = <1,1]. Then ji,(C) =

/x*(D) = f, /i,(Cn£>) = n*{CnD) = 0and/i*(Cu£>) = /i*(CUl>) =
1. So we find

but the extensions ^1/3,1/3 and ^2/3,2/3 evidently do not exist.

So it is natural to ask what are the necessary and sufficient

conditions for the existence of a countably additive extension va^ of

the measure fi to the <r-algebra <r(AU {C, D}) satisfying:

v<x,p{C) = a and va>p{D) = 0.

Since each finite perturbation is, without loss of generality, a dis

joint finite perturbation, we will assume that C and D are disjoint.

Otherwise our problem eventually reduces to the problem of a three-

element disjoint perturbation. Moreover our main aim is devoted to

the development of a method which may be useful in the investi

gations involving the extension of a finite measure in the case of a

multi-element perturbation. Let us begin by introducing some defi

nitions.

Let (X, A, fi) be a finite measure space, and let C and D be

arbitrary disjoint subsets of X.

The outer fi-identity of C and D is defined by

where C* and D* are the /i-hulls of the sets C and D.

The inner fi-identity of C and D is defined by

where C* and D+ are the /i-kernels of the sets C and D.

Since the /i-hulls and /i-kernels are uniquely determined up to a

/i-nullset, we can easily verify that the outer and inner /i-identity is

well-defined.

Moreover, with the following notation

d*{CyD) = C* n£T and
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where {(C\C*)U{D\£>„)}«, is the /i-kernel of (C\C*) U (D\£>*),

without loss of generality we may assume:

(1) C C C* & D C D\

(2) C* C C, £>♦ C £> & d*(C, £>) are disjoint, and

(3) &, (C, £>) C d* (C, £>) n (C U D)

We say that the disjoint sets C and D are //-separated, if there

exist sets Ci and Di G ./I, such that C C C\, D C Di and /i(Ci n

Di) = 0.

The following proposition gives us basic properties and relation

ships of the introduced objects.

Proposition 2.2. Let (A", A, /i) be a finite measure space, and

let C and D be arbitrary disjoint subsets of X. Then the following

statements are satisfied:

(i) 0<MC,DK/i*(C,fl)
<(flC)-|i4C))AV(D)^(»

(ti) ^(CU D) = |i.(O + ^(D) + MC £>),

/i*(CUD)=/i*(O + /i*(D)-^(C,D),

(iii) /**(£*, D) = 0 if and only if C and D are (i-separated.

Proof, The first two inequalities in (i) and statements (ii) and

(iii) follow by definitions and relations (1), (2) and (3).

Let us prove the third inequality in (i). According to (1), (2) and

(3) we have ji,(C) + a«*(C,D) = ji(C,Ud*(CfD)) ^ fi(C*) = /i*(C),

and similarly p*(D) + fi*(C, D) ^ f**(D). Hence the statement fol

lows straightforward.

The next theorem contains the answer to our problem, i.e. the

necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a countably

additive extension of a finite measure in the case of a two-element

disjoint perturbation of its <7-algebra.

Before the proof we turn to some of its useful applications in the

next corollary.

Theorem 2.3. Let (X,A,/i) be a finite measure space, and let

C and D be arbitrary disjoint subsets of X. Then there exists a

countably additive extension ua>p offi to the a-algebra &(Au{C, D}),

such that

vaifi(C) = a and ua>
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if and only if

/i*(CUD),

(B)

{^(CU D) ^.a + p^. fi (CL

/i»(O) ^ Ol ^ fi IOJ)

Corollary 2.4. Lei (A",./l,/i) be a finite measure space, and

let C and D be arbitrary disjoint subsets of X. Then we have:

(i) There exists a countably additive extension v+ of /i to the

cr-algebra a{A U {C, D}) such that

+ andu+{D) = fi*{D)

if and only C and D are ^-separated, i.e. /i*(C, D) = 0.

(ii) There exists a countably additive extension v+ of fi to the

<r-algebra a(A U {C, D}) such that

v+{C) = v.{C) andu+(D) = ^(D)

if and only /i*(C, D) = 0.

(Hi) For each a € [fi*(C), »*(C)] and for each /3 e [fi*(D),

/i*(D)] there exists a countably additive extension va>p of fi to the

a-algebra a(A U {C, D}) such that

Va#(C) = a andva>p(D) = (3

if and only if C and D are [i-separated.

(iv) There always exist countably additive extensions Uq and V\

of ft to the&-algebraa(AU{C,D}) such that

= »*(C) and uo(D) = fi*(D\

and

Let us first note that the statements of Corollary 2.4 follow di

rectly by Theorem 2.3 and relations (i), (ii) and (Hi) from Proposi

tion 2.2.

Proof. Let us first show that conditions (4) are sufficient for

the existence of a desired extension va^ of fi to the c-algebra <r(,AU

{C, D}). The key point in our construction of va)p relies upon the

following two lemmas:

Lemma 1. For a given (3~ e [fi+(D), fi*(D) - fi*(C,D)] there

exists a countably additive extension ua* q- of /i to the a-algebva

a(AU {C, £>}) such that
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Lemma 2. Fora given /T G \^{D), fi*(D) - n*(C,D)] there

exists a countably additive extension va+ $- of fi to the a-algebra

<t(A U {C, £>}) such that

C,D) and ua+

Proof of lemma 1. Let C* and D* be the /i-hulls of C and £>.

Assign to ix its traces tr(/i,C*) and tr(/x, £>* \ d*(C, D)). According

to Theorem 1.3, for given a G [tr(/i,C*)*(C), tr(/i,C*)*(C)] and

/T G [tr(//,£>*\ 5* (C, £))),(£>), tr(/i, £* \ 5* (C, £))*(£>)] there exist

the extensions ^c,a and vD^~ °f tr(/*i C*) an<* tr(//, D* \ 9*(C, D))

to <r(yiU {C}) and <r(^lU {£>}) such that

(1) ^c,a U= trOi, C*) and i/Di/?. U= tr(/i,D* \ P(

(2) ^c,a(C) = a and vDi(3-(D) = /T.

Evidently tr(ju, JD*),(C) = ^{C) and tr(/i,C*)*(C) =

Let us prove that tr(/i, D* \ 5*(C, £>))♦(£)) = ^{D), and tr(/i, D* \

d+{C,D)Y{D) = /x*(D) - /i*(C,D). Indeed, if A G A and 4 C D,

then tr(/i, D* \ a*(C,D))(A) = fi(A n (D* \ a*(C,D))) = /i(A n

D*)-/i(Ana*(C,D))=/i(AnJD*) = /i(A), since And*(C,D)eA,

And*{C, D) C C*\C and A C D*. So, if we take supremum it follows

trip,D*\d*(CtD)).{D) = sup{tr(/i,2J* \y(CtD))(A) | A 6 A
A C £>} = sup{^(A) | A G X, A C D} = /i,(D).

Further, if A G A and £> C A, then tr(/u, D* \ a*(C,£>))(A) =

fi(AD(D*\d*(C,D))) = ti(Ar\D*)-n(And*(C,D)) = fi(AnD*)-
n{d*{C,D)), since Acn0*(C,£>) G A and Acna*(C,Z3) C D*\£>. So,

if we take infimum it follows tr(/i, D*\d*(C, D))*(D) = inf{tr(^, D*\

d*(C,D))(A) \A€A,D c A} = inf{^(A n D*) - /i(5*(C,£>)) |

A e A, D C A} = inf{/i(A) | A G A, D C A} - v(d*(C,D)) =

/i*(£>) - d*(C,D). This proves relations (1) and (2).

Assign to fi its trace tr(/i,X \ (C* U D*)). Complete the a-

algebras a{AU {C}), <r(>lU {£)}) and A with respect to the mea

sures uCiOl, vD p- and tr(/i, X \ (C* U D*)) to the tr-algebras cr(>l U

{Q)kJ, ^U {JD})^-] and .A[tr(/i, X \ (C* U_D*))], and the
corresponding extensions denote by ~Pc a ^d b- and tr(/i, X \ (C* U

/)•)). ' "
If we put a = a* = /i*(C), then we get D G 0(A\J{C})[vc,a*]

and FclCr(I>) = 0- Indeed, then vc,a*{C* \ C) = I'c <*•(<?*) -

^c,«(C) = ti(C*) - a* = 0, so D n C* = D n (C* \ C)' G (r(A U
{C})K,a*], while D\C* G <r(>lU{C})[i/c,a-], since D\C* C X\C*
and ^c,a*(A' \ C*) = tr(/i, C*)(A" \ C*) = 0. Consequently, we may

conclude D G (t(^.U {C})[vc <**] and Fc «•(£>) = VCa*(D n C*) +
(\C)
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Further, since C C X\{D*\ 8*(C,D))t and vD fi-(X \ {D* \

9*(C% D))) = tr(/i, D* \ F(C, D))(X \ (D* \ 0*(Cf D))) = 0, we see

that C E (r(A\J {D})[vDil3-] and VD0-(C) = 0. Define a measure

*V,/9- on tne ^-algebra a(Ali {C}) by

Note that the definition is correct, since each of the <r-algebras

<r{AU {C})Ka-], <r(AU{D})[vDifi-] and A[ta(jitX\ (C* U JD*))]
contains the c-algebra a(A U {C, D}). Further, by (1), (2) and the

definition of the measure tr(jz, X\ (C* U D*)), we easily find that the

following relations are satisfied:

(3) iv>/3-(A) = trfo, Cr)(A) + tr(#i, £>* \ a*(

for each A 6 A,

(4) va.j,-{C) = ^c,«

, and

(5) ^..^-(D) =T7c,a)

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Proof of lemma 2. Let C* and D* be the /i-kernels of C and .D.

Assign to /i its trace tr(/x, C*U9*(C, D)). By Theorem 1.3, for a given

a € [tr(/u, C* U a,(C, £>))*(C), tr^, G. U 5*(C, I>))*(C)] there exists

an extension vc,a of tr(ji, C*\Jd+(C, D)) to the <r-algebraa(Ali{C})

such that

(1) vc.a \a= tr(/i, a U &(C, D)) and

(2) uc,a(C) = a.

It is evident that tr(/i,C* U ^(C,D))*(C) = /i*(C), and let us

prove that

mUd^C%D))*(C) = /i(C, ud.{CtD)) = iu{C) + /i*(C,£>).

Indeed, if A 6 A and C C A, then tr(//,C* U d*(C,£>))(A) =

n (G u a*(C, D))) £ /i(A nC'n (C» u <9,(C, D))) ±= /i(C, u

d*(C,£>)), since (X \ (A n C*)) n d+{C,D) e A and (X \ (A n

C*))nd.(C,D) C C*\C. Taking infimum we find that tr(/i,C* U

^(C,D))*(C) = inf{tr(//,G U^(C,Z)))(A) | A G A, C C A} =

li{C.Ud.(CtD)) = fi.(C) + ».(C,D).

Let <r(A U {C})[i/c,Q] be the completion of <r(AU {C}) with

respect to vc>a, and let 77c,« be the corresponding extension of vc,a
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to a{AU{C})[vCia]' If we Put <* = <*+ = /i*(C)+/j*(C,£>), then we
have D e a(AU {C})[uc>Q+] and uc,a+(D) = 0.

Indeed, then uCta+(C*\C) = Vca+(C*)-vc a+(C) = tr(^C*U

0,(C, D))(C*) - <*+ = /i(C* U &(C, U)) - a+ = 0. Since £ n C* C
C*\C, it follows DnC* € (t(Au{C})[uCiQ+] &ndVc,a+(DnC*) =

0. On the other hand D \ C* C X \ C* and vc'a+{X \ C*) =
tr(/x,a U d.(C,D))(X \ C*) = 0, so D \ C* 6 a(A U {C})[»/C>tt+]

and VCa+(D \C*) = 0, and hence D G <r(A U {C})[vc a+] and

Assign to /i its trace tr(/i,X\(C*U<9,(C,D)U(D*\9*(C,D)))).

Since for each A € A A C (CUD)\(au^(C,D)U(D*\a*(C,JD))))

we have /i(A) = 0, taking supremum it follows tr(/i,X \ (C« U

at(c,D)u(ir\a*(c,D)Mcu[)) = suP{/i(^) | ^ €\a, a c

(CUD)\(C.U^(C,D)U(D*\a*(C,D)))} = 0. By Theorem 1.3 we

find that there exists an extension A of the measure tr(/i, X \ (C* U

&(C, D) U (£>* \ d*(C, £>)))) to the (T-algebra <r(A U{Cu D}) such

that the following relations are satisfied:

(3) A U= trOu, A" \ (C, U A(C,Z>) U (JO* \ d*(C,D)))) and

(4) A(CUD) = 0.

Let a(Al) {CuD})[\] be the completion of the cr-algebra a(AU

{C\JD}) with respect to A, and let A be the corresponding extension

of A to the <r-algebra a(Au{C U D})[A].

Further, in the proof of Lemma 1 a measure "Vofi- on tne &-

algebra a(AU {D})[vDj5-] is constructed in such a way that

(5) ^D>0

(6) VDt0

(7) C € *{AU {D})[uDt$-] and vDt0-(C) = 0.

Define a measure ^o+^- on the cr-algebra a(Au{C,D}) by

Let us note that the definition is correct, since each of cr-algebras

<r(^lU{C})[^Cia+], (t(Au{D})[udp-] and <r(AU{CUD})[A] contains

the cr-algebra a(AU {C, D}). Further, according to relations (l)-(6)

we find:

(8) "«+^-

+ tr(/i, JT \ (C, U &(C, D) U (!)• \

= /i(-<4), for each A€ A.
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A(C)

(10) ^+i/3-(I>) = Vc>a+(D) +VD>(3-(D) + \(D)= 0r.

This proves Lemma 2.

We proceed with the main proof. For a given a G |jU*(C) -f

/i,(C,L>), n*(C)] and /T G [MD), A**P) - V*(C, &)] let us choose
<„ G [0,1] such that a = ta(n*{C) + n+(C}D)) + (l-a)n*(C). Note

if ^(C) * MO -MCD), ^n 1. = ^g
Let j/a»^- and ^Q+,/j- be the measures from Lemma 1 and

Lemma 2. Then by the following convex combination

a measure on the a-algebra a(AU {C,D}) is defined, such that:

(1) *V/3U=M,

(2) uQ>b(C) = ««(a«*(C) + /i*(C,D)) + (1 - ta)ti*(C) = a and

(3) vatfi(D) = «aj5- + (1 - ta)(3~ = P~.

Since in all of the preceding consideratons the sets C and D have

played a symmetric role, we find that for given a G \j**(C), p*(C) —

/i*(C,£>)] and 0 G [//♦(£>) + /i*(C,D), /**(£>)] there exists an exten

sion uatp of ji to the (7-algebra <r(^l U {C, £)}) such that

ua,f>{C) = a and i/a,^(^) = P-

However, this does not complete the proof. The basic problem

relies upon the fact that in general we do not have /i*(C)—//*(C, D) ^

H.{C)+n+(C,D) and/i*(D)-A**(C,£>) ^ /i«(Z))+//*(C,Z)), respec

tively. Thus we can not conclude that for all a and (3 which satisfy

conditions (B), there exists a desired extension va$.

However, the given partial result can be "translated" to the

whole intervals [//♦((?), V*(C)] and [//*(£>), /i*(£>)] by using d«.(C, D)

us a "balance" set. That can be done in the following way.

Let us apply the preceding result to the measure //o = tr(/i, X \

d.(C,D)). Note that (/io)*(C) = fi*(C) - fi*(C}D), (/iO)*(C) =

,D) and (/iO),(C,£>) = 0, and hence Va G

or ^(C), /i*(C) - i?(C,D)\ and Vy9 G [/

fi*(D) - fi*(C,D)] or ln,(D), /i*(D) - /i+(C, £>)] respectively, there

exists an extension y° ^ of ^0 to the cr-algebra (r(AU {C, D}) such

that:
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(5) vlj>(C) = at and

(6) <^W = /3.

Further, let us consider the measure fii = tr(/i, <9*(C, D)) and let

us try to extend it to the (7-algebracr(lAU{Cn9+(Cr, D)}) = <r(AU{Cn

d*(C,D), £>nd«,(C,D)}). Since ti{ix,d+{C,D))J(Cr\d+{C,D)) = 0
and tr0i,a*(C,£>))*(Cna,(C,J5)) = n(d.(C,D)) = //«,(C,JD), by

Theorem 1.3, for each sc € [0, |i* (C, £>)] there exists an extension vx

of ^xi to the cr-algebra <r(./lU {C n d*{C, £>)}) such that:

(8)

(9)

Complete the <r-algebra<r(.AU{Cnd*(C, D)}) with respect to vx

up to the cr-algebra <r{AU{Cr\d*(C, D)})[vx], and the corresponding

extension v9 to cr(>lU{Cn<9*(C, ^)})[i/:r] denote by Vx. Since ^(XX
d*(CtD)) = Aii(A:\a,(C,D)) = tr(^^(C,D))(Jr\^(C,D)) = 0,
we see that C\d*(C, D) and D\d*(C, D) G cr(Au{Cn^(C, D)})[i/J,

and that VX(C \ 3,(C, D)) = V9{D \ d+ (C, D)) = 0. This means that

C and £> G <j(./lU{Cnd<.(C, £>)})[^], and^(C) = s andl/a;(D) = y.

Define a measure vQ+Xtp+y on the <r-algebra a(AU{C,D}) by

Va+x,0+y = Va

Then the following relations are satisfied:

(10) vQ+X)p+y(A) = trGu, X \ <9*

+ tr(/i, 5+(C, £>))(i4) = //(A), VA G

(11) V.+..0+,(C) = vij(C) + F.(O = a + ar and

(12) ^

By using convex combinations we may easily conclude that Va G

[ju*(C), fi*(C)] and V/3 such that conditions (B) are satisfied, there
exists an extension va^ of /i to the cr-algebra a{A U {C, i)}) such

that va>p{C) = cv and va^{D) = /3.

According to the symmetric role of the sets C and D, we also

find that V/3 G [n+(D), /i*(D)] and Vor such that conditions (B) are

satisfied, there exists a desired extension vaip.

This proves that conditions (B) are sufficient for the existence

of a desired extension, an let us now show that they are necessary

too.
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So, let us suppose that there exists a given extension fa,/3, then

by the definition of the //-hull and /i-kernel of the sets C and D we

easily find

and f

Furthermore, we have/u*(CUD) = n(C+UD*Ud+(C,D)) < va>p(CU

D) = a + p < /i(C* U D*) = 11*{C U D), and the proof is complete.

In this way the problem of extension of a finite measure in the

case of a two-element disjoint perturbation is completely solved.

3. Extension of a finite measure in the case

of general finite perturbation

In the case of a general finite perturbation, we may deduce one

of inductive formulas of an extension. The result may be stated as

follows.

Proposition 3.1. Let (X, A, ju) be a finite measure space, and

let Ci, C2,... Cn be arbitrary subsets of X. Then there exist oti €

[fi+(Ci), /i*(C,-)], i = 1,2,... ,n and a countably additive extension

^alla2,...,ffn offd to the a-algebra a{AU {Ci,C2,..., Cn}) such that

(1) Vai,a3,...,an{Ci) = <Xit I = 1, 2,. . . , 71.

Moreover, an extension vaXlOt2)...)an may be defined in the following

way:

(2) Co = 0, Ho = A*;

(3) // fik-\ is already defined on the a-algebra a{A U {Ci, Ci,...,

Ck-i}), then we define a measure/i*, on a(AU{Ci, C2,...,

by:

tr«(/i*_i,C*) + tr'(/ifc-i,CJ), if ak = Gifc-i)♦(

tr*(fik-uCk) + tu(fik-uCck), if a* = (/ifc-

if ak G
for each k = 1,2,... , n.
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Finally, any countably additive extension v of n to the a-algebra

<r(A U {Ci, C2, • • •, Cn }) satisfies

(5) *(G)eMCi),/i*(G)], V£ = l,2 n.

Proof. The proof may be carried out by induction using Theo

rem 1.3, since for an arbitrary subset C of X, by definition of the

outer and inner measure the following inequalities are satisfied

for all k = 1,2,... ,n.

The last statement follows easily by the definition of the /i-hulls

and /^-kernels of the sets C\, C2,... , Cn.

Consequently, we can state the following problem: What are the

necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a countably

additive extension vai,a2,...,an of I* to the cr-algebra o~(AU {Ci,C2,

...,Cn}) satisfying:

an t = 1, 2,. .. , fl.

The length of the proof of Theorem 2.3 indicates that in this

general case it seems better to use some of the classical existential

results in order to find a desired extension.

Indeed, in [5] we can find the answer to this problem, and the

main point in those considerations has been played by the well-known

Hahn-Banach theorem.

4. The problem of the existence of an extension of a finite measure

in the case of a countable perturbation

While we know that in the case of a finite perturbation of the

tr-algebra an extension always exists, it seems that in the case of

a general countable perturbation the answer to this question is un

known.

Let us show that this problem actually reduces to the problem

of the extension of a cilindric measure.

Let (X,A} fj.) be a finite measure space, and let C = {Ci, C2,... }

be a countable family of subsets of X> such that the operation
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forms a countable perturbation.

Put no = h, AQ = A and An = <r{An-i U {<?n}), Vn ^ 1. Then

by Theorem 1.3, for each n = 1,2,... there exists an extension /in of

/in_i to .Aw. In this way we get the following sequence of <r-algebras:

(1) A0CA1CA2C...

and a sequence of measures fin on An, n = 0,1,2,... such that

(2) Hn Un_i= A^n-l-

for all n ^ 1.

Then Aoo = U%=oAn is an algebra and by //«> |^n= /un, n ^ 0, a

finitely additive (cilindric) measure /iM on ./too is defined, such that

^oo |^= p. Since (j(,Aoo) = a(AUQ), we see that our starting problem

of the existence of an extension of the measure /u to the tr-algebra

a(AU C) reduces to the problem of the existence of an extension of a

cilindric measure /*«, to the a-algebra <t{Aoo)' According to Hopf's

theorem for this it suffices to show that /Jo© is <7-additive on Aoo 5 i«e-

for each decreasing sequence An € Aoot n ^ 1 such that n^L1An = 0

it follows limw_oo //oo(>U) = 0«

Without loss of generality we can assume that A\ € Ani, A2 6

An2,... with «i ^ ri2 ^ .... Hence we get fJ.oo(Ai) = nni(Ai) =

^fii+iC^i) ^ /zni (Aj+i) = /ioo(^t+i) for all t ^ 1. So {/ioo(-<4.»)>

n ^ 1} is a decreasing sequence of real numbers. However, we have:

Example 4.1. There exist a strictly increasing sequence Ai C

A2 C ... of ^-algebras on the set X and a sequence of finite measures

Hn on An, n ^ 1 satisfying:

(0 /in+iUn=Pn,Vn^land

(ii) The map fioo which is defined on the algebra Aoo = U^L1An by

/*oo Un=Mn 1 Vn^ 1,

is only finitely additive, but not cr-additive.

Indeed, put X = N, An = {4 U B \ A C {1,2 n}, £ €

define
f 0, if A is a finite set,

/in(j4) = <
{I, if Ac is a finite set.

Then Aoo = {A C N | A is finite or ^4C is finite} and for each A 6 Aoo

we have
0, if A is a finite set,

1, if Ac is a finite set.

Now (i) and (««) follow straightforward.
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This example shows that the main weight of the starting problem

of the extension of a measure /i, or a cilindric measure //qo, to the a-

algebra a(AuQ) is contained in the possibility of a various inductive

choice of measures /ii,/i2,... which form a measure /!«,, and this

fact shows a signification of the investigation of extension of finite

measures in the case of finite perturbations.

It can be shown, see [5], that if 6 is a countable partition of X

or there exists a countable partition V of X such that <r(A U C) =

cr(A U D), then there exists an extension v of the measure \i to the

tr-algebra a(AUQ). This fact actually shows that we can choose mea

sures i*i} fa-" inductively in such a way that the resulting cilindric

measure /ioo allows the extension from the algebra Aoo to a <7-additive

measure v on the <r-algebra g{Aoq).
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NUZNI I DOVOLJNI UVJETI ZA

EGZISTENCDU KONACNE MJERE U SLUCAJU

DVOELEMENTNE DISJUNKTNE PERTURBACDE

Goran Peskir, Zagreb, Hrvatska

Sadrzaj

Dani su nuzni i dovoljni uvjeti za egzistenciju prebrojivo aditivnog

prosirenja konacne mjere u slucaju dvoelementne disjunktne perturbacije.

Razvijena je tehnika dokaza koja se osniva na direktnoj konstrukciji kori-
steci vanjski i unutarnji trag konacne mjere. Kao posljedica, izvedene su
karakterizacije za neka tipicna prosirenja.


